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Strong nonlinear interactions require high optical fields. One of the most successful platforms for harvesting strong nonlinear interactions with continuous wave pumping fields are optical resonators.
Large optical fields require long confinement times and small mode volumes. A particular successful
system for nonlinear interactions is that of a whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonator. In such a resonator type the light is confined within a dielectric by total internal reflection at its circular
dielectric boundary. Fabrication methods of
WGM resonators range from lithography and
etching to thermal reflow to diamond turning.
Depending on the material choice either second order or third order nonlinearities can be
addressed. The confinement by total internal
reflection allows modes throughout the transparency region of the material. This broadband confinement combined with the tight
guiding of the modes at the rim of the resonator is ideal for nonlinear interaction between
different frequency domains.
Broadband nonlinear interactions are ideal for
mixing remote frequency domains by sum
frequency generation and for generating octave spanning frequency combs. The applications range from ultra stable radio frequency
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   Different realizations of WGM resonators, ranging from
sources, all-optical logic operations, single pho- lithography and etching to thermal reflow to diamond turning.
ton sources and quantum optics, to coherent Depending on the material choice, linear or nonlinear responsconversion of microwave photons into the tele- es featuring second order or third order nonlinearities can be
addressed.
communication domain. Even in the linear domain, coupled resonators provide an ideal representation to study parity-time symmetric systems.
In this talk I will give an overview of the field discussing some of the recent major results and novel
fabrication techniques. I will then briefly highlight the recent successes in my group of efficiently converting microwave photons into the telecommunication domain.
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